
FORCAM brings the power of Industrial IoT -  advanced analytics and MES to the manufacturing workforce through 
its Manufacturing 4.0 platform and the many value-add applications. Manufacturing can now advance production 
with the world's first turnkey and open and manufacturer-independent cloud platform solution. Connect any of 
your machines and existing IT with powerful plug-ins and adapters. Transform real-time data into actionable 
insights with over 70 pre-installed reporting functions - or create your own unique KPIs. No rip & replace - plug & 
perform.

Technology Summary

+ Increased productivity and throughput
+ Removal of manual data collection and time savings
+ Reduced machine downtime
+ Total business transparency gained
+ Lowered cost / unit

RETURN ON INVESTMENT WILL BE DRIVEN BY

Business case

Operators must document manufactured quantities, stoppages (undefined), stoppage times, scrap, and rework. 
The shift supervisor collects this information from each operator.

+ Front-line engineers rely on paper-based work instructions and audit procedures 
+ Shift updates are collected manually
+ Operators cannot identify process inefficiencies and assign scrap reason (Pareto)
+ Manual data collection and evaluation takes 2 hours per shift (6 hours/day)
+ Data collection is biased and prone to human error 
+ Lack of transparency causes disengagement and commitment

Challenge
+ High quality and efficiency standards must be maintained to meet customer requirements on time
+ Operators need work instructions at the right time and at the right place to ensure accuracy
+ Non-value-add processes must be identified and removed from the process
+ Manual documentation must be minimized and communication standardized
+ Create cost transparency and eliminate deviation in unit cost

SITUATION

SOLUTION using THE FORCAM M4.0 PLATFORM
+ Maximize machine utilization by minimizing of faults and set-up times 
+ ERP connection to shop floor to increase standardized communication, transparency, process
+ Digital forms to enable operators to track and report quality issues in real-time for fast response by supervisors
+ Data gathered from the shop floor to be continuously analysed by FORCAM's semantic layer visualizing KPIs 
through dashboards and through + 70 pre-installed reports and customer's own configured reports to track 
production status
+ Tracking and analyzing both operator and machine data in real-time made root cause analysis and continuous 
process improvement easy despite low volume production runs.

+ Minimized stoppage times by 73% 
+ Optimization of set-up times by 45% 
+ 87% increase in production     
+ Elimination of micro-stops starting with stops up to 1 minute, all stops were gradually eliminated up to 5 min.     
    (e.g. Faulty sensor mount); 520 s Fault + 356 s undefined stoppage = 876 s = 14.6 min. stoppage in one hour
+ Automated data collection and evaluation saved 6 hrs. / day) - equal to 1,440 hrs. directly lowering unit cost
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